ABSTRACT: Multiscale self-assembly is ubiquitous in nature but its deliberate use to synthesize multifunctional three-dimensional materials remains rare, partly due to the notoriously difficult problem of controlling topology from atomic to macroscopic scales to obtain intended material properties. Here, we propose a simple, modular, noncolloidal methodology that is based on exploiting universality in stochastic growth dynamics and driving the growth process under far-from-equilibrium conditions toward a preplanned structure. As proof of principle, we demonstrate a confined-butconnected solid structure, comprising an anisotropic random network of silicon quantum-dots that hierarchically self-assembles from the atomic to the microscopic scales. First, quantum-dots form to subsequently interconnect without inflating their diameters to form a random network, and this network then grows in a preferential direction to form undulated and branching nanowire-like structures. This specific topology simultaneously achieves two scale-dependent features, which were previously thought to be mutually exclusive: good electrical conduction on the microscale and a bandgap tunable over a range of energies on the nanoscale.
O ne of the well-known challenges in the design of nanomaterials is to simultaneously achieve material properties originating from few-atom scale and resulting in bulk properties through which the material connects to other materials or interacts with devices. 1−3 This is difficult because properties arising from physics at different scales are often mutually exclusive. 4, 5 Topology and material properties are intimately coupled and certain topologies with higher complexity, such as interconnected networks of low-dimensional quantum-confined structures, can give rise to fundamentally different material characteristics. 1,3−8 They can even exhibit completely new features, which are absent in their individual constituents, but emerge from their collective interactions as defined in part by their topology. 1, 4, 5, 9, 10 However, it is rarely clear a priori how such a topology should look like in order to solve a given problem and typically it is even more difficult to fabricate that particular topology. Top-down approaches require numerous complex steps and high-precision control over virtually all degrees of freedom for fabrication of such multiscale, multifunctional materials. These factors render fabrication techniques not only complex but also highly specific to the particular material system, which limit compatibility with well-established processing technologies. Self-assembly is an elegant and potentially simpler alternative, 1, 5, 9, 11, 12 but directing the self-assembly process toward a preplanned structure is also notoriously difficult and there is no systematic approach to determine the experimental procedure for self-assembly of a given structure. Consequently, self-assembly based solutions also tend to be highly material specific.
A prototypical and also technologically important example is the 30-year-old challenge of realizing a connected-but-confined silicon nanostructure embedded in a dielectric matrix (e.g., SiO 2 ) that combines quantum-dot-like optical properties and good electrical conduction: 6, 13, 14 These properties are seemingly contradicting because charge confinement goes hand-inhand with localization. While there is a large body of work on confined-but-connected quantum-dots, 15, 16 this has not been demonstrated in a Si system except for the demonstration of quantum confinement effects above the percolation threshold. 17 Porous Si has also shown to exhibit confinement and connectedness, however, with poor electrical conduction and lack of control over the bandgap. 6, 13, 14 This is so because there are major challenges from materials perspective such as control over the pore sizes and the uniformity of the pores and stability problem due to the high possibility of oxidation under atmospheric conditions. 6, 13, 14 Moreover, an overwhelming majority of the studies on confined-but-connected materials use (functionalized) colloidal particles. 15, 16, 18 Apart from being strongly material specific, the fabrication procedure is also complicated and requires multiple steps, that is, nanoparticle synthesis, postannealing of the nanoparticles to connect the dots, recovery of the colloidal film from the solution, and its cleaning. 15, 16 There is much motivation for the development of a Si-based material, because Si is the material of choice for optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications by virtue of its low cost, natural abundance, and excellent compatibility with wellestablished processing technologies. 6, 13 The origin of the difficulty of achieving quantum confinement and good electrical conductivity in a Si system is shown schematically in Figure 1a . Basically, the maximum permissible Si concentration for which quantum confinement is preserved is prohibitively low for conductivity with a purely random distribution of the nanocrystals. The limited number of Si atoms in contact prevents the formation of extensive current routes. Consequently, charge transport has to rely on tunneling, which is extremely inefficient. 6, 13, 14 The straightforward remedy is to increase the Si concentration, thus forming a percolated crystal network that can provide sufficient routes for efficient charge transport. This fails since it inadvertently inflates average nanocrystal sizes beyond the critical Bohr radius (∼5 nm), resulting in loss of quantum confinement, that is, an overcrowded network. 6, 13, 14 Here, we set out to address this problem through a tailored material topology that we aimed to create through selfassembly. We did so by using a toy model to determine stochastic growth parameters that would result in the desired topology. We then created and exploited far-from-equilibrium conditions during deposition to shape the stochastic dynamics toward achieving this preplanned topology. Namely, we have created an anisotropic random network of Si quantum dots (QDs). At the atomic scale, QDs are formed under nonequilibrium conditions, which we exploit to prevent full phase separation of Si and SiO 2 through stabilizing nominally unstable suboxides (SiO x ). These QDs sparsely interconnect without inflating their diameters to form an anisotropic random network, thereby increasing the threshold for quantum confinement to higher Si concentrations. On larger scales, this network becomes anisotropic, preferentially growing in the vertical direction to form nanowire-like structures. This particular topology decreases the Si concentration threshold for electrical percolation (Figure 1b) . Therefore, a range of Si concentration values emerge within which both the requirements of quantum confinement and electrical conductivity are satisfied. We report simultaneous achievement of good electrical conductivity (∼0.1 S/m) and a bandgap tunable over the visible light range (from ∼1.8 to 2.7 eV).
Because the requirements of good conductivity and quantum confinement pertain to different length scales, it was logical to seek a solution in the form of a multiscale structure. In our case, there are two well-known nanostructures that already meet our requirements, albeit one at a time. Quantum confinement requires isolated low-dimensional quantum-confined structures, like QDs (0D) and good electrical conductivity can be achieved with well-connected extended structures, like nanowires (1D). Therefore, we aimed for a multiscale topology that can be conceptualized by means of a fusion of these two types of structures.
In order to determine how to self-assemble such a topology, we developed a toy model of the stochastic deposition process ( Figure 1c ) from which we related the intended topology to only three stochastic growth parameters. According to this model, Si and SiO x (x is the O/Si ratio and 0 < x < 2) particles are incident on the surface with a probability of p 1 = 1/(1 + x) and 1 − p 1 , respectively. The value of p 1 simply determines the final ratio of Si to SiO x . Once the particles come into contact with the surface, they can seek and "stick" to a particle of the same type, the probability of which is related to p 2 , or they can "diffuse" regardless of which type of particle they end up touching with a probability of p 3 . The value of p 2 relates to the propensity of the structure to grow in straight vertical lines in a similar fashion to nanowires. Finally, p 3 describes the tendency to branch off. These three probabilities are sufficient to describe a rich variety of topologies ( Figure S1 ), including the structure reported here (Figure 1d) . Although a toy model such as this certainly cannot be used for quantitatively accurate modeling, this simplicity is crucial to easily determine the basic requirements to achieve the desired topology through Monte Carlo simulations and then to relate those requirements to experimental conditions. Higher values of p 2 lead to preferentially vertically oriented growth, meanwhile p 3 is kept low enough to preserve this orientation but not too low to avoid becoming nanowire-like, which is also undesirable. Then, it is straightforward to calculate the ratio of connected to isolated clusters of Si as a function of Si concentration (determined by p 1 ), which allows approximately 80−90% of the Si sites to be globally connected for x = 1.0−1.2.
Having qualitatively linked the desired topology to parameters governing stochastic growth with the toy model, the next step was to achieve the corresponding experimental conditions (Figure 1c) . Fabrication was performed using magnetron sputter deposition. The connection of p 1 to experiments is straightforward and is adjusted through the ratio of power applied to the Si and SiO 2 targets during deposition. The goal is to utilize the minimum Si concentration that results in a percolated network, the requirement for efficient conduction. The choice of x is described in detail below. The deposition parameters and p 2 and p 3 are less straightforward to implement experimentally, and these probabilities have to be regarded as effective values providing a simplified description of much more complicated dynamics affected by various experimental parameters. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to identify effective "knobs" for each of them. The sticking or affinity of the Si atoms to Si atoms is present during deposition but occurs also following a postannealing procedure, as evidenced by the fact that the vertical orientation of the network becomes more prominent after postannealing. Thus, the postannealing process parameters influence propensity to grow vertically, hence p 2 . Similarly, lateral diffusion of the deposited atoms and, effectively, the value of p 3 is most readily controlled by the kinetic energy of the particles after hitting the surface and the temperature of the surface. To limit this process, we create a temperature gradient by keeping the substrate "cold" (at room temperature), while depositing "hot" particles, which are energized by the magnetrons (inset of Figure 1c ). The kinetic energies of the deposited particles are controlled through magnetron power levels. Following identification of these basic experimental control knobs, it was necessary to pursue a laborious but straightforward experimental procedure iterating between fabrication runs and characterization in order to pin down the final set of deposition parameters until a structure that matches the design was obtained.
There is a second purpose for the spatiotemporal temperature gradient on the surface, which is to serve as leverage to meet our second goal of increasing Si concentrations for which quantum confinement can be maintained. During fast stochastic deposition, the atoms rain down onto the cold substrate, which forces the adatoms to settle at minimum energy positions within a few nanometers of the collision points, instead of seeking out the global minimum over larger portions of the surface. This way, Si and O atoms are trapped into a random network that is being braided during deposition. Even when a calibrated amount of external energy is introduced into the system (during postannealing to promote crystallization at high temperatures), the atoms are not able to move freely to form stable Si and SiO 2 but they are forced to locally rearrange themselves that results in locking the unstable suboxides into their nonglobal but local equilibrium states and prevent full phase separation (Figures S2 and S3) .
Normally, when sufficient energy is applied to the system, suboxides break down and turn into stable forms of either Si or SiO 2 through a disproportionation reaction. The thermal gradient created by the cold substrate serves to stabilize suboxides, which, in turn push up the Si concentration limit for quantum confinement. If too many suboxides turn into Si, they inflate the effective QD diameter, which eventually destroys the quantum confinement, resulting in an overcrowded network. In the other extreme, if too many suboxides turn into SiO 2 , they surround and isolate the QDs, which once again have to rely on inefficient tunneling currents for conduction. The key issue then is to obtain nominally unstable suboxides and to prevent them from turning into stable forms of Si and SiO 2 completely upon addition of external energy, thereby limiting further growth of QD diameters. Creation of far-from-equilibrium conditions, as opposed to merely near-equilibrium, via large spatiotemporal thermal gradients is important in stabilizing the suboxides. This way, a larger number of small-size QDs are obtained instead of a smaller number of large-size QDs in a given volume, which more readily form a percolated network due to increased density of connections.
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Having discussed the methodology of the design and selfassembly, we first present characterization of the multiscale topology of the network, followed by its electrical and optical properties. The topology of the Si QD network was designed to be anisotropic on the microscale (over tens to hundreds of nanometers) and isotropic on the nanoscale (up to ∼10 nm). This is verified experimentally through atom probe tomography (APT) and energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM). Figure 2a shows 2D projection of a 3D APT image of the random network, where a random sampling of the Si ions (green) and O ions (red) is displayed (see also the Supporting Movie). The APT analysis establishes the vertical orientation unambiguously, which is also discernible from the EFTEM images. Figure 2b shows pseudocolored superposition of the Si (green) and SiO x (red) EFTEM image of the random network of Si QDs that is oriented preferentially in the vertical direction resembling nanowires and the magnified image displays interconnected Si QDs with ∼2 nm average diameters ( Figure  S4 ) that are embedded inside the SiO x matrix.
The EFTEM and APT data suggest that many of the Si QDs are in physical contact with each other without any SiO x between them, as predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations. This has profound implications for charge transport; charge can be transported directly without relying on tunneling. In order to ascertain that this is the case, we have applied a tomography technique, whereby spatial distributions of Si QDs and the surrounding amorphous SiO x matrix were determined separately by energy filtering analysis ( Figure S5 ). Additional diffraction analysis was used to prove that there are distinct Si nanocrystals, which are directly touching each other without any SiO x in between.
We have mentioned above that the vertical orientation of the network becomes more pronounced after postannealing as this process triggers a limited degree of Si mobility and tendency to stick together. In order to rule out the possibility that the preferential vertical growth could be solely the result of a postannealing procedure, a test specimen has been prepared and was analyzed by EFTEM directly after magnetron sputter deposition without any postannealing procedure as shown in Figure 2c . During deposition of this test sample, sputtering from the Si target was interrupted twice to ensure that the directional growth could reinitiate, as would be expected, considering that the growth is stochastic and obeys the rules we have predetermined to control surface diffusion. As seen in Figure 2c , two thin red layers comprising only suboxides (areas pointed by two arrows) appear after which the vertical growth of Si has continued in the same manner. We further observe that the network is already anisotropic (albeit less pronounced) even though no postannealing was performed on this sample.
The desired large-scale anisotropy of the QD network topology is achieved for a range of Si concentrations, which we refer to as the network region. Si concentrations that delimit this interesting region from below and above are similarly referred to as the "prenetwork" and "postnetwork" regions. Within this range, the average QD diameters can be controlled through adjustment of the Si concentration. This is confirmed through EFTEM images shown in Figure 3 . Nanocrystal diameters increase and the morphology becomes more wire-like when Si concentration is increased (when x decreases from 1.07 to 0.95). Figure 4a shows a typical magnified APT image of the random network. The image reveals that although the network structure somewhat resembles nanowires on the microscale, the vertical lines are far from being straight and they can be referred 
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Nano Lett. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX to as "wires" only as a crude approximation. They are rather heavily undulated, frequently interconnecting and branching. The effective wire diameters vary spatially as pointed out by markings in Figure 4a . This specific topology has implications for charge transport and photoemission with subtly different characteristics for charges that are locally generated through the photoelectric effect and for those that are injected externally through the electrodes (see Supporting Information). Photoelectrons are generated only at sites where a photon is absorbed, which is more likely to occur at quantum-confined sites. Therefore, strong PL emission signal is expected for the prenetwork region comprising mostly isolated QDs. For the postnetwork region, PL signal will vanish as a result of nearly complete loss of confinement within a bulklike crystalline structure. PL signal is expected to decrease upon emergence of an interconnected random network because free charge carriers will belong to a cluster of QDs, which increases the probability of charge carrier pair separation because they are free to move to larger distances. 8,19−21 This de facto decreases the probability of recombination of the charge carrier pair. 8,19−21 However, thanks to the network being sparely connected, quantum confinement will be preserved on average, resulting in a less intense but still strong PL emission. These expectations are confirmed by the PL measurements as shown in Figure 4b .
Control of the average QD diameter in the network topology naturally affords us the important capability of tuning the optical bandgap of the random network from ∼1.8 to 2.7 eV, covering most of the visible spectrum, as confirmed experimentally (Figure 4b,c) . Although the bandgap values and PL emission energies are consistent and within the nominal values for quantum-confined Si nanostructures, 6,13,22−25 there is a shift between the bandgap values calculated from the optical absorption (Figure 4c ) and the PL emission spectra (inset of Figure 4b ). Previous studies reported this phenomena to be the influence of exciton binding energy and/or Stokes-shift (depending on the material topology and nanocrystal-matrix interface) for Si nanostructures 13,23−25 as well as for other nanomaterials. 26−28 Of particular interest is the observation of percolation through direct current conductivity measurements, because percolation provides an intellectual bridge between structural information, which is a locally determined property of a network and electrical characteristics that are determined collectively by the entire network. 29 Furthermore, percolation behavior is often robust against variations in many parameters or characteristics as long as the topology remains unchanged. 29 Results of current−voltage (I−V) conductivity measurements are shown in Figure 4d . As expected, when the Si concentration is increased, conductivity increases abruptly after a critical value of x in both lateral and vertical directions is exceeded, which corresponds to a Si concentration below the nominal percolation threshold (x c = ∼1) of Si in a SiO x matrix. 8, 19, 29, 30 Conductivity values approaching the percolation threshold, x c , from above were fit by σ ∼ (x c − x) t , where t is the critical percolation exponent. 8, 19, 29, 30 The estimated values of x c = 1.29 and t = 2.0 for vertical conductivity, and x c = 1.18 and t = 1.3 for lateral conductivity. The observation of a lower percolation threshold for the vertical direction than the lateral direction is an independent proof of the anisotropic structure. We note that the critical exponents for vertical and lateral conductivity 
Nano Lett. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX closely match the universal values for 3D and 2D conduction networks, respectively. 8, 19, 29, 30 This direction-dependent dimensionality is remarkable, but not surprising, given the topology of the network. For conductivity in the lateral direction, as additional conducting nodes are added (decreasing x), few of those that are along the vertical direction contribute to conductivity along the lateral direction, because many of them efficiently lead above or below the lateral plane. Consequently, the percolation characteristics are expected to be closer to that of a nominally 2D network. In other words, the anisotropy effectively reduces the dimensionality of the network for conductivity along this direction. In contrast, the percolation behavior along the vertical direction better matches that of a 3D network, because additions of conducting nodes contribute to conduction along the vertical direction similarly.
In conclusion, we propose a simple methodology based on exploiting universality in stochastic growth dynamics and use of physical forces, such as thermal gradients and control of chemical interactions, to achieve self-assembly of a preplanned structure. We applied our approach to the design and fabrication of a nanostructured Si-based material, which brings together QD-like optical properties and good electrical conduction as Priolo et al. envisioned 6 with possible applications in Si photonics, 6, 8, 31, 32 photovoltaics, [6] [7] [8] 14, 15, 31, 32 and optoelectronics. [6] [7] [8] 31, 32 Our design procedure utilized a toy model that links desired topology to effective stochastic growth parameters for the self-assembly process. We have qualitatively related the growth parameters to the experimental parameters with the help of the model and determined their specific values experimentally. Given the simplicity of this methodology, it is reasonable to expect that the present approach of utilizing universality of stochastic growth dynamics toward creation of a multiscale topology can be adapted to different material systems that can benefit from multiscale selfassembled structures. Experimentally, the resulting structure is not only robust after exposure to air for more than a year but also survives prolonged annealing at high temperatures. Furthermore, it is highly uniform within a sample and reproducible from sample to sample. We have characterized its optical and electrical responses, which provide an independent confirmation of the multiscale topology. In particular, the latter has revealed that motion of the charge is microscopically anisotropic but nanoscopically isotropic. Apart from a number of possible photonic and optoelectronic applications, our findings suggest that this complex random network may also be used in biophotonics, 32 imaging technologies, 32 Li-ion batteries, 32, 33 and chemical and biomedical sensors. 
